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RMT has begun balloting is driver
members across the combine for strikes to
protest at the unfair sacking of Northern
Line driver Alex McGuigan. Tubeworker
urges all our T/Op readers to vote yes.

The issue at the heart of the dispute is a
simple one. The procedure used to sack
Alex was flawed and unfair. After he failed
a breathalyser test, Alex’s urine sample was
only tested for drugs, when LU’s Drugs &
Alcohol Policy clearly states it should have
also been tested for alcohol.

LUOH experts and other doctors have
admited that breathalyser tests are flawed
and can give false positives, which can be
causes by medical conditions such as
diabetes, from which Alex suffers.

The company has launched a scurrilous
campaign of lies and distortions within the
company and in the media. TfL
Commisioner Peter Hendy was forced to
apologise after he blatantly lied on live
radio about Alex “drinking at work”.
Tubeworker urges readers to ignore the

company’s lies, and vote for justice. If the
company is allowed to get away with
sacking Alex on the basis of this flawed
procedure, none of us are safe.
Tubeworker urges ASLEF drivers to

respect RMT picket lines when a strike is
called, and urges them to raise this dispute
within their own unions. ASLEF members
could fall foul of LU’s disregard for its own
rules too. Union activists in other grades
and functions should also discuss the
possibility of widening this dispute out.

RMT has offered to call of the strike ballot
if LU agrees to be bound by the decision of
any Employment Tribunal brought by Alex.
The company has refused. The fact that it is
not prepared to agree to even this most
reasonable offer shows that its atempts to
claim the moral high ground are totally
hollow.

Vote yes for strikes! No to the abuse of
company procedures, justice for Alex!
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The mess of outsourcing on London
Underground is allowing cowboy cleaning
companies to treat workers like dirt.

LU outsources its cleaning services to giant
corporations like Interserve and ISS. Their
workers face low pay, bullying and harassment
from bosses, invasive biometric fingerprinting
technology, and perennial problems with
wages being paid late or short. Union activists
are singled out for discipline and victimisation.

But Interserve and ISS also outsource some
of their work to employed agencies like AGS.
AGS staff are encouraged (read: intimidated) to
become “self-employed contractors”, or even
“limited liability companies”. This means AGS
can exploit legal tax loopholes, and avoid
respecting workers’ statutory rights. Cleaning
workers have no access to sick pay, adequate

holiday time, or
staff travel passes.

One cleaner,
with five years’
service at a Zone 1
station, turned up
for work recently
only to be told they
no longer had a
job. A swift union

response forced the agency’s hand and got the
cleaner reinstated, but their situation is still
extremely precarious. This kind of uncertainty
and lack of rights is part of everyday life for
cleaning workers, particularly agency staff, on
London Underground.

It is a scandal and a disgrace that these
Victorian levels of exploitation are allowed to
take place in a public institution in one of the
world’s wealthiest capitals. 

At the end of last year, RMT declared a
dispute with Interserve and announced its
intention to ballot Interserve members for
strikes. The union must make sure it prepares
the ground for that ballot by building up union
strength and workers’ confidence in every
station and depot. It must also, as a a mater of
urgency, find some way of incorporating
agency workers into the dispute.

Union activists in other grades should
discuss the RMT campaign with cleaners in
their workplace. Ultimately, the union should
demand that agencies like AGS be kicked off
the Tube and their staff given permanent

contracts by Interserve or ISS. Beyond that, we
should demand an end to outsourcing
altogether.

This campaign is not about charitable
concern for “the worst off”; the cleaning grades
contain some of the most courageous union
fighters across the combine. 

It is about all of us, as Tube workers,
helping our fellow workers stand up for basic
rights. If the cleaners win, we all win.

Radical left-wing
party Syriza has won
elections in austeriy-
hit Greece.

It won because it
promised to reverse
policies that have
increased the number
living at or below the
poverty line by 98%. Austerity has been
imposed in Greece for the same reasons as in
Britain: to satisfy the banks. In 2015, the debt
interest that Greece is due to pay is €5.7
billion. This is money that should be used for
the benefit of Greece’s population; instead, it
is being used to enrich international banks.
The European Central Bank could cancel
Greece’s debt at any time.

Syriza has commited to restore the
minimum wage, restore workers’ rights,
bring in free health care, abolish tax
increases on working class people and create
300,000 new jobs.

There are still challenges ahead; Syriza
may govern in coalition with ANEL, a right-
wing party. Left-wingers within Syriza
oppose this move.

But the message of Syriza’s election is a
hugely hopeful one. The Labour Party
should note the fate of its Greek sister party
PASOK, which has been electorally
destroyed because it failed to stand up for
working-class people.

Syriza’s victory proves that, through
patient building and activity in labour and
social movements, a radical political
message can win a mass audience.

SYRIZA’S ELECTION: A 

MESSAGE OF HOPE



LANCASTER GATE

HORROR SHOWS RISKS
The horrific stabbing of a CSA at Lancaster
Gate shows some of the risks we’re exposed
to at work every day.
Fortunately, the colleague survived the atack.
But with management set on bringing lone
working into operation on around 55-60% of
stations, we’ll be more exposed and more
vulnerable.

Safety for staff and passengers means:
properly-staffed stations!

S STOCK: STATION

STAFF STAND IN
Drivers of the new S Stock trains have found
that, on several stations, they can’t see the PTI
properly when there are more than a few
passengers on the platform, and that there are
some gaps between the train and the platform
that are so gaping they can’t be left
unatended. 

So at a many stations, extra staff have had to
be placed on the platform to tell the driver
when it is safe to depart to keep an eye on the
gaps. Some stations need three staff on the
platform for most of the traffic day!

It’s ironic that, while it’s cuting necessary
frontline jobs, the company’s design faults
are creating otherwise unecessary work.

BUSINESS ON BOARD
“Baby On Board” badges are to
be commercially sponsored. 

Yes, just when you thought it
might be possible to do
something helpful for
passengers just for the sake of it,

the commercial vultures swoop. They never
miss an opportunity, do they? Not even before
you’re born.

The badges will now be presented to
pregnant women in atractive envelopes. Why,
exactly? Doesn’t the pregnant passenger just
want the badge? Won’t the envelope be quickly
discarded?

Staff are being turned into leafleters for
private companies.

HOW MANY PRIVATE

COMPANIES DOES IT

TAKE TO CHANGE A

LIGHTBULB?
Tubeworker hears from a driver that a heavily-
used depot signal was faulty for two days. It
was a simple fault: no white aspect, likely due
to a blown bulb. 

The rumour is that, as the signal was on the
depot boundary, the different maintenance
contractors could not agree whose job it was to
fix it. 

While the privateers batle out who needs to
take a light bulb out of a box, drivers have to
apply extra procedures to enter the depot. 

Privatisation causing waste, inefficiency
and danger again!

POM CONFUSION
Customers are struggling with the new,
upgraded POMs.

The instructions are harder to follow, AND
there is too much on each screen. Even the font
is harder to read than previously!

This is causing quite enough difficulty with
the ticket offices still open. LU management
isn’t fit for the present, never mind the future.

DETRAINMENT

DOUBLESPEAK
Central Line staff were amused to read a
bulletin from the line’s management
reminding us of the importance of physical
detrainment by a member of staff. 

It seems like only a couple of years ago that
it was us telling them how important this was,
when the company tried to impose the
notorious “flash and dash”.

Industrial action by both RMT and ASLEF
on the Bakerloo Line disposed of that idea
before it even reached the Central Line. A
lesson to us all.
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Vicky Hayward has won her reinstatement
campaign, after London Underground’s
senior management overturned the injus-
tice meted out by those in the lower rungs.

Readers will remember that Vicky was
sacked over a ridiculous accusation that she
had faked an accident at work, with the
CDI relying on “evidence” consisting of
what managers said they had seen on
CCTV footage which was not available for
Vicky or her reps to scrutinise. If this
sacking had been upheld. None of us
would have been safe from being stitched
up.

It’s nice to see senior management see
sense. But forgive us if we think that the
persistent, active, rank-and-file-driven RMT
campaign also had something to do with it.
The key features of this campaign were:
early on, recognising the broader principle
involved and raising it at the highest level
of the union; pushing and arguing the case
in detail at every level, both in the
disciplinary process and legally; publicising
and explaining the case to Underground
workers, through leaflets and visiting
workplaces; preparing for industrial action
should that have been necessary.

LU released draft rosters for Archway,
Kentish Town, and High Barnet.

They’d have us doing near-constant anti-
social shifts. With 900 fewer station staff,
fewer of us will be left to provide 24/7 cover
across over 260 stations, with disastrous
consequences for our health and our lives.

Over 25% of the the draft High Barnet
group Customer Service Supervisor roster is
night shifts. It contained two consecutive
weeks of nights. The CSA roster for Archway
would expect you to work for ten
consecutive weeks with no weekend off! 

It is proven that shift work, and
particularly night work, kills. These shifts
will kill us even faster. 
The unions refused to negotiate on the basis
of such brutal rosters. They were withdrawn. 

The company is treating us with disdain;
forcing us to nominate stations to work at
without publishing rosters in advance, and
then drip-feeding us nightmare rosters that
would wreck our work-life balances
completely.
Tubeworker hears that station staff across

the combine are up in arms about this
treatment, and are talking about the need to
strike again to force management’s hand. 

The RMT plans an activist meeting soon to
discuss reinvigorating its “Every Job
Maters” dispute. That meeting should be
scheduled as a mater of urgency, and needs
to discuss taking action. 

A firm stand by the unions saw the
worst-case-scenario rosters pulled. Solid
strikes could throw another spanner in the
works of “Fit for the Future - Stations”.

OUR BOSSES ARE TRYING TO

KILL US: DISCUSS STRIKES TO

STOP ANTI-SOCIAL ROSTERS

VICTORY FOR

VICKY!

STOP PRESS: As Tubeworker goes to press,
we hear that a planned strike on the DLR on 28-
30 January has been called off, after the 
employer caved to union demands! More news 
online.

EXPENSES CORNER

Closure of ticket offices, buy-
ing iPads for staff (allegedly to
make up for it!), a ridiculous
ad campaign (read: propaganda and spin)
to justify it to the public - £134 million +

Paying an external training company to
teach station staff how to suck eggs in the
brave new world - £4.2 million

“Business lunches” for TfL Commissioner
Peter Hendy - £450

Fare hikes for passengers - 2.5% overall,
up to 35% on some tickets

We say: cut fares and bosses’
wages, not staff!

ALL THE RAGE:

WOMEN IN CLASS

STRUGGLE
a socialist feminist 

conference, 

Saturday 28 

February, University College

London, WC1E 6BT

More info, tickets, etc.: 

workersliberty.org/alltherage


